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ABOUT CONSPIRACY

Born in Hong Kong in 2018, Conspiracy makes small batch
craft chocolate using cacao beans from a single farm in
Vietnam and processing it the least possible to retain the
natural health benefit and flavour of the cacao.

CONSPIRACY CHOCOLATE
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BEAN-TO-BAR

Bean-to-bar or "craft" chocolate is a

category of chocolate making which

focuses on flavour development starting

at the cacao tree. A bean-to-bar maker’s

goal is similar to that of a wine/whiskey

maker; intentionally bringing out the

terroir and focusing on high quality,

creating distinctive tasting notes.

BEAN-TO-BAR

 

CHOCOLATE MAKING PROCESS

 

Harvesting the
cacao pods Fermentation Sun drying

Roasting
Refining &
Conching Tempering
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Our mission is to make craft chocolate more
accessible and get people familiar with the process
of making chocolate and tasting craft chocolate. 

Similar to craft coffee, craft beer and natural wine,
chocolate is based on terroir, skills and processes
that are refined based on personal taste and
experience. Similar to wine, bean-to-bar chocolates
are all delicious in their own way and deserve to be
appreciated. 
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WORKSHOPS & EVENTS



TASTING WORKSHOPS 



Thanks to Willie Wonka, visiting a chocolate factory is a shared dream across
three generations.

In this tour, participants will walk through the process of chocolate making
together with Amit, sample teaspoons of fresh chocolate right out of the
chocolate grinders in different stages, and potentially see ongoing experiments.
We will discuss the art and science of chocolate making and how the different
stages play a unique role in the defining the experience of fine chocolate.

The second half of the tour is a chocolate tasting covering the different ways
cacao can become chocolate and a range of chocolate flavours.
In this we will taste and discuss the way chocolate’s flavour is affected by
fermentation, drying, roasting, stone grinding, ageing, and lastly the different
products that can be made from chocolate with different flavours.

FACTORY TOUR & TASTING
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DURATION   1 HOUR
LOCATION The chocolate lab



What is the impact of cacao on the people who grow it and those who trade
it, and the natural ecosystem? What can consumers do about it?

This workshop consists of learning, discussion, and tasting, to consider
cacao’s global impact, learn how to become an environmentally conscious
chocolate consumer.

In this event we cover a broad range of topics including the business models
available to cacao farmers in different economies, the challenges in scaling a
business in these economies, the businesses of cacao trading and chocolate
production, environmental and human implications, these models’ impact
on the chocolate’s eventual properties, and the options for future cacao
growers and chocolate makers and lovers for carrying on with this human-
plant relationship responsibly.

SUSTAINABILITY
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DURATION   2 HOURS
LOCATION The chocolate lab/other



Conspiracy’s chocolate tastings are a window into a chocolate maker’s point
of view.
The bean-to-bar tasting aims to showcase the chocolate making process
through tasting different chocolates. Every chocolate represents a stage in
the process,from the farm to the lab. Participants learn about chocolate
making, as well as the art of tasting chocolate, similar to wine tasting
etiquette.
Another example for a theme for a tasting could be a type of inclusion, for
example tea lovers enjoy the chocolate tasting including different teas. By
controlling the medium as a fat-soluble flavour (chocolate) the teas take on a
new personality and can be enjoyed from a different angle than when steeped
in water.

These workshops can be adjusted to be more casual or mode guided, can take
on a light or an educational approach, making them fit for the occasion.

THEMED CHOCOLATE TASTINGS
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LOCATION chocolate lab or your own venue
DURATION   1.5-2 HOUR



Good chocolate should have a wide range of flavours it can pair with,
especially fermented flavours such as wine, sake, cheese, tea, coffee,
whisky, cigar, cocktails, kombucha, beer, or even some fruits.
The reason for this is that well cultivated cacao is, molecularly speaking,
more complex in flavour than red wine and thus offers a range of different
tasting notes to match, contrast, or enhance other flavours.
Our culinary team is passionate about tea, and different members have
particular specialisations such as Zarah’s certification as a sake sommelier.
We enjoy both a classical pairing like red wine and a challenging one like
beer as different dance partners for chocolate. Whether you are a maker
or a chef, a passionate connoisseur, a curious foodie or someone interested
in trying something new, you will likely enjoy our pairing events.
These events, similar to the chocolate tasting, could be an intimate chat
around a table or as broad as the opener to a networking event that
becomes a conversation starter.

CHOCOLATE PAIRINGS
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Location the chocolate lab/ your own venue
DURATION   45 min -2 HOUR depending on the format



Flavour pairing is a perfect convergence of art and
science. What are we ultimately seeking in a marriage of
two-or-more flavours? How do we respond to different
combinations? How do they tell us stories? How do they
make us feel? How can you elevate a culinary or
beverage experience with flavour harmony? Why are
contrasting flavours so pleasant?

In this workshop we will answer these questions and
more. We will discuss the principles of creating a simple
or complex blend of flavours, and practice weaving them
together through the medium of a unique beverage or
food item together with bean-to-bar craft chocolate.

FLAVOUR PAIRING MASTERCLASS
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Location the chocolate lab/ your own venue
DURATION   1 -1.5 HOUR 



MAKING WORKSHOPS 



Conspiracy’s Bean-to-Bar workshop is an in-depth hands-on experience
covering the entire process of chocolate making. Bean-to-Bar chocolate
making is a fascinating, deep culinary craft with rich history and science.
Once familiar with these concepts, a maker can get playful and creative
with their chocolate.
In this 2 hour workshop we compressed the art of chocolate making in a
fun interactive session, covering history, theory and practical hands-on
work transforming cacao beans to a chocolate bar.
Every participant will make and temper their own 4 chocolate bars,
decorated with toppings of their choice, to take home.

After taking this workshop, participants will have sufficient
understanding of the process and the flavour development to be able to
make their own chocolate from fermented dried cacao beans at home. 

BEAN-TO-BAR WORKSHOP
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Location the chocolate lab
DURATION  2  HOURs 



Conspiracy’s Truffle Making workshop is the perfect combination of hands-
on chocolate work without long technical explanation. While no prior
culinary experience is required, you will be making a gourmet chocolatier
product by hand and learn how to do it yourself later at home.

A fun event that can be adjusted to the audience with 3 versions: Casual,
technical, or for kids.
In the truffle making workshop we learn the basics of ganache, a
foundational building block of chocolatier skills, and make chocolate
truffles from scratch, either classic or vegan.

Once a ganache is made, participants will learn how to hand-roll truffles,
and with a range of different toppings will make 8 of their own truffles to
take home and share with friends.

These truffles make a luxurious gift or a very nice snack.

TRUFFLE WORKSHOP
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Location the chocolate lab/ your own venue / online
DURATION  1.5  HOURs 



Conspiracy’s real specialty is telling stories through chocolate.
Around the holidays, we like to tell stories of refinement and
nostalgia by taking traditional recipes to the cutting edge of
advanced culinary creativity.

When Easter rolls around for example, we hold small-scale
workshops where participants learn how to paint chocolate moulds
of eggs, and create 3D hollow chocolate eggs with their own designs.
We offer similar workshops around the different holidays, giving
participants a glimpse into a chocolatier’s creative process and
allowing them to make a unique hand-made gift of their own design.

HOLIDAY SPECIAL
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Location the chocolate lab
DURATION  1.5  HOURs 



EMAIL
amit@conspiracychocolate.com

MOBILE
6624-0793 (Amit)

MAILING ADDRESS
Conspiracy  Chocolate  L imited
Unit  A&B,  8/F ,  B lock  2 ,  K ing ley  Industr ia l  Bui ld ing
33-35  Yip  Kan  Street
Wong Chuk Hang  

WEBSITE
conspiracychocolate . com

SOCIALS
@conspiracychocolate

CONTACT 14

https://www.conspiracychocolate.com/
https://www.instagram.com/CONSPIRACYCHOCOLATE/

